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Email *

relisosaperez@gmail.com

Community resilience with gender and women's empowerment approaches: Grassroots women leading 
and managing disaster risk and the impact of Climate Change in Peru
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Urban Thinkers Campus 8.0 - Reporting Form
After their UTC sessions, organizers should report on their UTC and provide the information 
below on the key results. The content below will be shared on-line by the WUC Secretariat.
Please report below on the results of your Campus session. This should be done in either 
English, French or Spanish.
  
The Secretariat will post your report on the Urban Thinkers Campus webpages after review. Only 
completed reports will be considered.

1. UTC Title:   Title of your Urban Thinkers Campus *

2. UTC Date(s):   Beginning date of your Campus *

Please provide the date of the Campus

09 03 2023

End date of your Campus *

Please provide the date of the Campus

24 06 2023
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The activities of our UTC in Peru are developed in two cities: 
Metropoli of Lima (Capital of Peru, sito in West Center of country) and Region of Lambayeque (sito in 
North of Peru)
in LIMA the location of activities was the District El Agustino ( popular and poor neightborhood sito in 
East of Lima) and one activity hosted by  Catholic University of Peru-PUCP( sito in District of San Miguel)
In LAMBAYEQUE the location was the District of JAYANCA (urban-rural community)
UTC Peru mixed virtual and face-to-face format

UTC PERU is leading by Huairou Commission as global partner of WUC. 
The activities of UTC in Peru was leading by Groots Peru network, as local allies FEMUM ALC and NGO 
SEA both members of Huairou. 

In the case of activities in the North of Peru (Lambayeque) supported by :
Municipality of Jayanca (Lambayeque) and Mayor of Jayanca municipalidad@munijayanca.gob.pe

and with collaboration of technical team of SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT Office of Regional Government of 
Lambayeque  Lic Rosemary Niquen Taboada rosmery1975927@hotmail.com

In the case of Lima with collaboration of Local Councilor of Municipality of El Agustino Ms. Liliana Soria 
UTC PERU activities were finance sponsored by projecto GRRIPP - PUCP University. 

The number of participants (face-to-face) are 120 aprox (It should be noted that the workshops are 
closed for a group of selected leaders in Lima and Lambayeque, only the Seminar was open for other 
special guests) 

3. Location of your UTC: *

4. Lead organizer: *

Please provide name of organization hosting the UTC

6. Other organizations that participated in the campus:

Please provide the Names, URL of partner organizations, and contact email to be associated to
the Campus

7. Number of Participants: *
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Background UTC PERU

Our UTC PERU started in 2015, has a long history, of working with grassroots women, authorities, local 
leaders, organizations, private sector and academia related to NUA and disaster risk, safe, gender and 
governance issues. Our activities were in person as well as virtually, organised in PERU and at the Latin 
American level, and also in events held at the World Urban Forum.

The 2023 CAMPUS PERU focuses on the promotion of capacities to achieve a Resilient Community and 
a Local Governance of DISASTERS and Climate Change, from an active role of grassroots women in 
Peru, establishing alliances with officials and municipal authorities in two areas of Peru  - the Lima 
Region and Lambayeque Region. This initiative is timely and important taking into account the 2023 new 
municipal authorities elected, recognizing the high risk of Peru especially in these coastal areas from 
natural disasters and Climate Change. The "Niño Costero" natural phenomenon was announced by 2022 
and starting 2023 with disasters in Lima and specially Lambayeque.

This Campus 2023 will be organised by the Huairou Commission (a WUC partner), and is linked to the 
project that is being developed in Peru from 2022 based on the HC's Community Resilience framework 
that positions grassroots women leadership. Groots-Peru, founder member  of  the HC leads the 
implementation working closely with its allies FEMUM ALC and NGO SEA AGUSTINO both members of 
Huairou net .

Objetives:

MAIN OBJECTIVE : Grassroots women leaders develop and propose alternatives to prevent, mitigate and 
manage disasters due to natural phenomena and climate change, from the mobilization and leadership 
of their organizations, exchange of knowledge and practices, strengthening community capacities and 
influencing public policies and budgets in their Sub-National Governments in the post-electoral scenario, 
localizing the SDG11, the New Urban Agenda (NUA) and the Sendai platform.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES :
Women leaders  strengthen capacities in order to ensure resilient and safe communities, facing 
disasters and climate change
Grassroots leaders from Peru and Latin America exchange good practices and lessons learned  in the 
face of Climate Change and Disaster Risk Management.
Municipal  authorities in alliance with grassroots leaders are promoting a local governance to Risk 
Reduction Disasters (RRD) and adaptation to Climate Change (CC)

9. Background and Objectives of your Campus:   *

Please explain the background and  provide the list of objectives your campus aims to achieve.
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The UTC PERU 2023 is linked with NUA (resilient and safe cities, governance issues, and participatory 
mechanism) and also with to the City We Need Now principle where it will highlight the voices, 
knowledge and practices of women and their roles, to ensure a community environment and a resilient 
city in the face of disasters and climate change.
From an intersectional perspective, which links exclusions by gender, race, social sector, poverty, place 
of origin, etc. UTC 2023 contributes to Local Governance from the perspective of women who live in poor 
urban settlements and in rural communities, which makes it possible to collect their needs and 
recognize the risks of disasters and Climate Change, as well as their daily practices.
UTC 2023 is connected with #SDG2030 focusing in  #SDG5 (gender equity), #SDG11 (inclusive, resilient, 
safe cities), and #SDG13 (ClimateChange) also linked with mainstraiming indicators related to disasters. 
Our UTC promoting local capacities in Municipal, Region Goverment and civil society organizations, to 
guarante Governance in context of crisis, facing natural phenomenon and disasters, based in women 
leaders and gender perspective of public issues.

1. Health and Well-being

2. Peace and Safety

3. Climate Adaptation and Resilience

4. Inclusion and Gender Equality

5. Economic Opportunities for All

6. Culture and Identity

7. Local Governance

8. Urban Planning and Design

9. Housing, Services and Mobility

10. Learning and Innovation

10. Relation of your Campus to the New Urban Agenda and the Sustainable Development
Goals

*

Please explain how the theme of your campus relates and contributes to the New Urban Agenda
and the SDGs (maximum 200 words)

11. The City We Need Now - ACTION AREAS
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March 09 Launching UTC in PERU : Workshop Global agenda, Disaster,ClimateChange, Resilience and 
challengues to women leaders
Location : LIMA (District of El Agustino)
Trainers
Ms Olenka Ochoa  FEMUM
Mr Rodolfo Mendoza  Expert -special guest
Panel of Comments:
Ms Liliana Soria -Women Councilor of Municipality EL AGUSTINO
Mrs Lucy Mejia     Groots Perú
Mrs Carmen Sánchez SEA AGUSTINO

April 20-21 Workshop Disaster,ClimateChange, Resilience, gender perspective and rol of grassroots 
women 
Location : LAMBAYEQUE (Distritc of Jayanca)
Trainer
Olenka Ochoa
Moderator and Contributions: Relinda Sosa  Groots Perú
Comments:
Mr. Román Carrillo- Mayor of Municipality of Jayanca 
municipalidad@munijayanca.gob.pe
Ms. Rosemary Niquen  Member of technical team -Regional Gov of Lambayeque
rosmery1975927@hotmail.com
Ms Ysela Gutierrez Groots Peru-Lambayeque
Special guests : Authorities and technical team of Mun. Jayanca, Mayor of Municipality Viñas -Minor 
Human Setllement)

June 08 Workshop Cases studies : Mapping on Local Governance, Disaster and ClimateChange in 
Municipality of Jayanca, Municipality of Olmos and Regional Government of Lambayeque 
Location : District of Jayanca-Lambayeque
hibrid format : face to face in Jayanca and virtual connection with Lima
Speaker 
Olenka Ochoa (virtual from Lima)
Moderator and Contributions : Relinda Sosa ( from Jayanca-Lambayeque)
Comments:
Mr. Román Carrillo- Mayor of Municipality of Jayanca 
municipalidad@munijayanca.gob.pe
Ms. Rosemary Niquen  Member of technical team -Regional Gov of Lambayeque
rosmery1975927@hotmail.com
Ms Ysela Gutierrez Groots Peru-Lambayeque  Iselagutierrez@upeu.edu.pe
Special guests : Authorities and technical team of Mun. Jayanca, Delegates of Regional Gov of 
Lambayeque, Mayor of Municipality Viñas -Minor Human Setllement)

June 23 UTC International Seminar :Exchange of best practices of grassroots women in Community 
Resilience, Disaster Management and Climate Change in Latin America 
Location : University Catholic PUCP (Lima)
Hibrid format : face-to-face in Lima and Lambayeque, and virtual platform (connecting with 
Latinoamerican speakers and with Lambayeque)

12. List of Speakers: *

Provide name, job title and organization for each speaker and the moderator.
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Speakers
Relinda Sosa GROOTS PERU (member of Huairou)
Elsa Arroyo MUDECI MEXICO  (member of Huairou)
Nereida Segala  PINTADA BRASIL (member of Huairou)
Ana Hernandez  HC Costa Rica   (member of Huairou)
Diocelinda Iza  LUNA CRECIENTE ECUADOR (member of Huairou)
Haydee Rodriguez  COOPERATIVA LAS BRUMAS NICARAGUA (member of Huairou)
Norma Choc   Fundación GUATEMALA (member of Huairou)
Lucy Mejía GROOTS PERU Lima
Ysela Gutierrez GROOTS PERU Lambayeque
Moderator:
Olenka Ochoa   FEMUM 
Comments:
Carmen Robles  Expert (team of Project-Groots)
Astrid Cáceres SEA AGUSTINO
Liliana Soria   Councilor of Municipality EL AGUSTINO
Dulce Maria Romo red MIRA MEXICO
Opening and comments
Pablo Vega Project GRRIPP-University PUCP

June 24 : 
1.UTC Community Mapping ( walking into neighboorhood of El Agustino)
Relinda Sosa  Groots Perú
Lucy Mejia     Groots Perú
Carmen Robles  team of Groots project
Astrid Cáceres  SEA AGUSTINO
Grassroots Women leaders and University PUCP delegate 

2. UTC Workshop Cases studies :Mapping Local Governance, Disaster and ClimateChange in District El 
Agustino and Metropoli of Lima
Workshop Case study : Mapping Local Governance, Disaster and ClimateChange in District El Agustino 
and Metropoli of Lima
Speaker 
Olenka Ochoa
Moderator and contributions : Relinda Sosa Groots Peru
Comments:
Lucy Mejia Groots Peru
Carmen Robles (team Groots Project)
and Special Guests:
Authorities of Municipality of El Agustino (Member of Envirorment Commission, Member of Gender 
Commission)
Delegates of Prefectural Office of District (linked with national prefectural office, part of Security Affairs 
Sector)
Delegate of University PUCP
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Relinda Sosa GROOTS PERU
Elsa Arroyo MUDECI MEXICO
Nereida Segala  PINTADA BRASIL
Ana Hernandez  HC Costa Rica
Diocelinda Iza  LUNA CRECIENTE ECUADOR
Haydee Rodriguez  COOPERATIVA LAS BRUMAS NICARAGUA
Norma Choc   Fundación GUATEMALA
Hermes Román Carrillo Mayor of Municipality of Jayanca
Liliana Soria Councilor of Municipality of El Agustino
Rosemary Niquen Technical team-Region Gov. Lambayeque
Olenka Ochoa FEMUM 
Carmen Robles Expert 
Rodolfo Mendoza  Expert 
Ysela Gutierrez Groost Perú-Lambayeque

Women's organizations and leaders are recognized as key actors in decision making spaces on RRD and 
CC, in Lima and Lambayeque
Alliances with local and regional authorities to promoting resilient communities in the face of disasters 
and climate change in Lima and Lambayeque, and academy (University)
Strengthen Regional Platform of grassroots women to face DRR and Climate in Peru and Latin America
Proposals of Local Governance of Disaster and Climate Change  with emphasis in the role of grassroots 
women leaders 

Through the activities of UTC PERU 2023, it has been possible to strengthen the leadership of women, 
opening the debate on the participation in formal mechanisms for RRD and CC ( as Local Platform of 
RRD and Environmental Comission CAM) that do not work well or do not invite women organizations.              
 Also strengthening alliances with academia, and formalizing alliances with Governments (Municipality 
and Regional Government), 
Futhermore, sharing and using Governance Mappings (based in 5 study of cases of Local Municipalities,  
Municipality of Lima Metropoli and Regional Governments of Lambayeque) for advocacy from women 
with their authorities, 
and finally disseminate and learn about the practices and role of women in Latin America facing 
disasters and Climate Change impact.
One relevant result is that UTC PERU 2023 is diseminating the NUA (and WUC) with new authorities 
elected, also linked SDG11, SDG13 and SDG5, focusing in build Governance in local and regional levels, 
supporting the efforts of women organizations, and convoking political leaders and academy.

13. List of TOP 6 Speakers: *

Provide name, job title and organization for each top speaker.

14. KEY RESULTS *

Explain the results achieved during your campus, in particular how it will impact cities and
communities and help implement the SDG and the New Urban Agenda.
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Through the activities of UTC PERU 2023, it has been to show possible solutions as :
1. Grassroots Women practices based in Cooperatives, Micro-financing, Micro-projects to face disasters 
and climate change impacts, in Latin American scope.
2. Community mapping (doing by grassroots women, local leaders, walking into neighborhooda, design a 
grupal map, to show the critical axis to face disasters and climate change impact) in Peru
3. Governance mapping as principal tool to incidence and fortified alliance with authorities in local and 
regional goverment levels, in Perú
4. the usefulness of rescuing practical tasks, ancestral knowledge, social and economic contribution, 
and the key role of grassroots women to prevent, attend to, and mitigate disasters and climate change, in 
Latin America scope

In the short term, it is necessary to rescue the New Urban Agenda and disseminate it due to the change 
of authorities and the little dissemination from the national government and international agencies.
 It is very useful for our Latin America to rescue and support the implementation of the NUA Regional 
Plan for LATAM (edited by ECLAC 2018) especially the axes: local implementation and citizen 
participation and community approaches. Also the axis of the role of Local Government, municipal 
finances and urban economy. The same with the urban legal framework, emphasizing the right to the 
city, access for all to public goods and services. For the long term, it is important to insist on national 
urban policies (which have an impact on local policies, municipal work and civil society), on urban and 
territorial design and planning, which is closely linked to disaster mitigation. and climate change, and to 
the security of poor urban and rural women, children, families and communities.

15. SOLUTIONS *

Describe at least 4 solutions presented in your campus that demonstrate how to accelerate the
SDG implementation in cities and communities. Explain WHERE (country, city, area), WHAT
(what purpose), HOW (how it is achieved), WHO (by whom and for which beneficiary) and
IMPACTS.

16. RECOMMENDATIONS - NEW URBAN AGENDA *

RECOMMEND which areas of the New Urban Agenda should be PRIORITIZED in the next 5
years (SHORT/MEDIUM term) and 15 years (LONG term):
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Related to the above (NUA and Plan to NUA in LATAM) and UTC PERU2023 priorities,  it is important to 
strengthen these areas:
Urban and territorial plan and design:
On Climate resilience, is vital support strategies to rehabilitation, reconstruction, and mediation of social 
conflict, from a gender perspective, the impact and role of women, in contexts of disasters, migration, 
etc.
Urban economy and finance: 
promoting cooperative action and models in neighborhoods
explore financing alternatives, for disasters and climate change, and that is channeled to finance 
citizens/grassroots organizations.
Support Municipalities in the search for financing, added transparency and accountability mechanism
Local Implementation:
Install a public mechanism for legal defense and judicial support for citizens regarding complaints and 
demands regarding their right to the city,
Support the informal economy to access in the "formal sphere", especially helping women entrepreneurs 
who support their homes in times of disasters and other crises.

Cooperation agreements are being formalized with the Municipality of Jayanca and with the Regional 
Government of Lambayeque to continue with actions related to Resilience, Disasters and Climate 
Change. Similarly, a first coordination has been established with municipal authorities of the El Agustino 
district, and also with the University.

17. STRENGTHENING - NEW URBAN AGENDA *

EXPLAIN which areas of the New Urban Agenda should be STRENGTHENED in the next 5 years
(SHORT/MEDIUM term) and 15 years (LONG term) and HOW:

18. COMMITMENTS *

List a set of clearly defined commitments by stakeholders involved in the proposed priority
actions (individual and joined commitments).
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We are trying to continue connected with WUC and UTC based in the support of our global network 
Huairou Commissions, linked with actions related to Resilience, Disasters and Climate Change, 
Governance, gender perspectives in Peru and LATAM. Based in the efforts of grassroots women leaders 
and organizations, alliance with local leaders and authorities, University, etc. principally to training 
actions and Governance issues.
In the Latinoamerican scope, we are continuing with learn and share experiences and knowledges with 
leaders and organizations of other countries, to fortified the capacities and diseminate practices and 
doing incidence with local, national and international levels.
In the horizon we have ideas to share this experience during World Urban Forum 2024, linked with others 
UTC and members of Huairou and others partners, to build alliances and knowledges, also contributing 
with aspect of Resilience, Disasters and Climate issues to NUA.
Is vital for us fortified the collaborative actions with office of UN Habitat to LATAM, in alliance with WUC 
partners.

video Latinamerican Seminar JUN 23 link : 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bg-f29-yH9s
twiter Seminar JUN 23
https://twitter.com/Femum/status/1675696857211719680?s=19
linkedin Semin JUN 23
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/olenka-ochoa-berreteaga-a948682a_peru-mexico-brasil-activity-
7078628076875567104-8b21?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_android
twiter Activity in Lima JUN 24
https://twitter.com/Femum/status/1675700312751972354?s=19
twiter Workshop Governance Mapping in Lambayeque (virtual and in person)
https://twitter.com/Femum/status/1668089635031982082?s=08
twiter Workshop in person Lambayeque
https://twitter.com/Femum/status/1649970827050270727?s=19
twiter Launching UTC PERU in Lima
https://twitter.com/Femum/status/1634696691046842368?s=08

facebook
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=pfbid0g88evo2FMKojuNBg11MX7sckfmc4Jh7Ph1yuRGwcfcYAygi6GgmG1X4JdfmFgHhxl&id
=728033777

19. ACTION PLAN *

Explain your action plan(s) to address the priority actions above

20. MEDIAS

Provide links to articles or stories published in relation to this UTC.
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PHOTOS in links above (twiter/fb/linkedin) and video 

YES

NO

no

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

21. PHOTOS

Please provide a link to pictures that best illustrate your event (preferably using Flickr, otherwise
through Google or Dropbox folders)

22. REPORT *

Do You have your own UTC report ? 

22. REPORT

If you have your own UTC report. Kindly share the link below

 Forms


